How will the Internet impact on the status and strength of brands? How should corpo rations react to this likely impact so that they benefit fr om its positive effects and minimise its negative effects? Interestingly, in the FMCG markets, the fo rmer revolution brought by giant hyper markets that was asso ciated with the concentration of distribution has led to a weakening of brands. As a result, they are fo rced to retreat to the upper end of each market, thus leaving the bulk of the market to the distributors' brands . How could the Internet revolution impact on the fo undations of brand power?
THE SOU RCE OF BRAND POWER
In fa ct, brands have thrived because of con sumers' imperfe ct information. Confronted with a wide array of products, often out wardly very similar, consumers would need to spend an enormous amount of time and energy to become fu lly informed and exam ine, fo r example, all the alternatives in a number of stores before making their choice. In addition, this painstaking process is not without risk and carries no guarantee that the final choice fr om such a safari is the best. This is why, today, it is irrational fo r a nor mal consumer to be rational. In addition, most FMCGs are low involvement products and, as such, consumers are not willing to expend much time and energy in researching and comparing products.
Brands provided a heuristic route to fa cili tate the decision-making process as brand awareness and image enabled consumers to restrict their choice to a small number of alternatives, called, in precise terms, the 'evoked set'. By their position at the fr ont of the consumer's mental shelf, brands were more likely to profit fr om this infl uence over consumers' decision-making processes.
FROM OPACITY TO TRANSPA RENCY
The first dramatic impact of the Internet is to create market transparency. It is now pos sible fo r any consumer, fr om the comfort of home, to compare brands and products. In those cases where there is a lack of perceived expertise, consumers now find portals or in fo mediaries ready to help them define their problems and specify the purchase criteria. These infomediaries can quickly become trustworthy sources, unlike the brands them selves. Brand sites are certainly attractive but have the disadvantage that they only provide information, which can be biased, about their own products. Certainly many women will visit the Lancome website and eventu ally purchase there. A majority will, how ever, be interested in looking at the advice of the major cosmetic and beauty portals which have gained awareness and public recognition (in other words having themselves become service brands) . These portals will make comparisons between products of both well known and also less well-known brands, often revealing that the less well-known brands are better quality and better value fo r money. The publicity gained by a report in a French consumer magazine, fo r example, disclosed that the inexpensive Nivea mois turising cream was as good as that of its glamourous competitors. It is known that Vuitton or Lancome -whose image is based on excellence and highly selective distribution and information channels -how will these brands avoid being referenced by other portals and more or less pirated by those who buy merchandise on the grey market? On what legal grounds can these brands refuse to discounter's sites what they thought acceptable for e-luxury? Since one of the main reasons for surfing the Internet is to find a bargain, how will these brands maintain their prices at reasonable levels from one site to another, not to mention the prices in the real brick and mortar shops?
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